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Sampling with the Assay Trace Air II Sampling Badge
Remove sampler from pouch, discard pouch.

Slide sampler out of cover to begin sampling.

Record, on the Chain of Custody form, the sampling duration in minutes (or the
start/stop times) for each sample.
To stop sampling, replace sampler cover. Seal the sampler in the foil pouch provided
and ship back to SGS Galson.

Questions? Call SGS Galson at 888-432-5227 or via IH Live Chat.
(www.SGSGalson.com)
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New Assay Tech Trace Air II Sampling
When your badge arrives, each individual badge will be in their own clear plastic bag. Remove from the
clear bag and tear the white pouch open.

Remove your badge, DO NOT throw away the pouch.
Badge type will vary.
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Perform your sampling by sliding the badge out of its case. Record on your chain of custody the sampling
duration in minutes (or the start/stop times) for each sample. Put the badge back in its case, and then
place back in the pouch when completed.

Take one of the provided labels and adhere it to the outside of each pouch that contains a sampled
badge. Perform this prior to shipping back to SGS Galson.

QUESTIONS? CONTACT SGS GALSON AT 1-888-432-5227 OR BY UTILIZING OUR
ONLINE CHAT OPTION.
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Resealable Assay Tech Trace Air II Sampler
When your badge arrives, each individual badge will be in their own clear plastic bag. Remove from the
clear bag and completely tear off the top of the white pouch, to open.

Remove your badge, DO NOT throw out the pouch.
Badge type will vary.

Perform your sampling by sliding the badge out of its hard-plastic case. Record on your chain of custody
the sampling duration in minutes (or the start/stop time) for each sample. Place badge back in the hard
plastic case, and then in the pouch when sampling is completed.
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Take one of the provided labels and adhere it to the outside of each pouch that contains a sampled
badge.
Utilizing the pouch that badge was received in, fold over the top. Taking the Seal Stick, feed the yellow
nib into the fold. Feed the pouch through the blue portion of the Seal Stick.

If fed correctly, you can pull the Seal Stick over the rest of the pouch. Place one of the provided
information labels on the pouch, your badge is now ready for shipment. Do not utilize any sort of tape,
as that may invalidate your sample.
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